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Absolute measurement of the resonance lines in heliumlike vanadium on an electron-beam ion tra
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Absolute measurements of the energies of resonance lines in heliumlike vanadium on an electron-beam ion
trap are reported. The 1s2p 1P1→1s2, 1s2p 3P2→1s2 ~1s2p 3P1→1s2 and 1s2p 3P0→1s2! blend and
1s2s 3S1→1s2 transitions are 5205.106 0.14 eV, 5189.126 0.21 eV, 5180.226 0.17 eV, and 5153.82
6 0.14 eV, respectively. This agrees with recent theoretical calculations and the experimental precision lies at
the same level as the current uncertainty in theory~0.1 eV!. These measurements represent a 5.7–8% deter-
mination of the QED contribution to the transition energies and are the most precise measurements of heli-
umlike resonance lines in theZ519– 31 range. The measurement of the 1s2s 3S1→1s2 transition is also
sensitive to the 1s2s 3S1 QED contribution at the 40% level. The intensity of the strong 1s2p 3P1→1s2

component of the blend compared to the total blend intensity is 94%612%. This is in accord with current
theoretical predictions but disagrees with an earlier reported ratio.

PACS number~s!: 31.30.Jv, 32.30.Rj, 12.20.Fv, 34.80.Kw
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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The calculation of two-electron ion energy levels has be
a topic of much research since the discovery of quan
mechanics. The contribution of relativistic and quantu
electrodynamic~QED! effects has been intensely studied
the last three decades@1,2#. Two-electron systems provide
test bed for not only quantum electrodynamics and relati
tic effects calculations, but also for many-body formalism
@3#.

Theoretical calculations of energy levels in heliumli
ions using variational techniques, relativistic corrections, a
a Za expansion in the unified approach were pioneered
Drake in 1979 and 1988@4,5#. Since then there has bee
active research in the calculation of energy levels in heliu
like ions using new techniques. Major progress in theoret
calculations of QED contributions has occurred in the l
decade, particularly in developments avoiding theZa expan-
sion by using all-orders techniques@6–9#. Planteet al. @6#
provide a recent review of calculations of then51 andn
52 states of heliumlike ions and present relativistic all-ord
many-body calculations.

To critically test QED contributions at the 10% or bett
level in mediumZ ions requires an experimental precision
10–30 ppm. In many cases experiments of sufficient pr
sion have not been performed which could resolve the
ferences between theories@6,9,10#. Repeated claims in the
literature have suggested that across theZ519– 32 range
experimental determinations of the 1s2p 1P1→1s2 transi-
tion energy are greater than theory@11–13#. We have di-
rected our research at an absolute precision measureme
heliumlike resonance lines in vanadium (Z523) to investi-
gate these claims in the center of the region of interest~he-
liumlike resonance lines refer ton52 to n51 transitions in
two-electron ions where one electron remains in the gro
(1s) state as illustrated in Fig. 1!. No prior high precision
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absolute measurements in vanadium have been perform
which was an additional motivation. For the 1s2p 1P1
→1s2 transition~w line, notation of Gabriel@14#! it has been
claimed that the heliumlike resonance line calculated
Drake is too large by about 60 ppm@12# based upon a serie
of measurements of thew line (Z519– 26) @11#. The QED
contributions to the heliumlike resonance lines in vanadi
are 480–550 ppm of the transition energies@5# and therefore
precise measurements~better than 30 ppm! of these transi-
tions are sensitive to, and can test, calculations of the Q
component.

The uncertainty of theoretical determinations of ener
states in two-electron ions has been a focus of recent a
tion @10#. Earlier theoretical work@5# claimed an uncertainty

ty

FIG. 1. Radiative decay scheme of mediumZ heliumlike ions,
indicating the nature of decay:E1 electric dipole,M1 magnetic
dipole, M2 magnetic quadrupole radiation, and 2E1 two-photon
E1 process. The hyperfine-induced 1s2p 3P0→1s 2 transition is
only allowed if the nuclear magnetic moment is finite~vanadium
7/2 \!. The notation of Gabriel@14# is indicated for each resonanc
line.
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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of 1 ppm due to uncalculated higher-order terms. Howev
the discrepancy between current theories approaches 30
in the Z523 region. Recent work of Perssonet al. @10# es-
timates missing correlation effects in QED terms to be
ppm in theZ523 region ~absolute value of order 0.1 eV
across medium and high-Z elements!. Precise experimenta
determination of the heliumlike resonance lines can pr
these discrepancies and uncertainties.

Most precision spectroscopy of medium-Z ions has been
conducted at accelerators or tokamak plasmas. The re
development of the electron-beam ion trap~EBIT! has of-
fered another spectroscopic source to experimenters. Ou
perimental method takes advantage of the Doppler-free
relatively clean spectra produced by an EBIT coupled to
external calibration source to allow absolute measurem
on highly charged ions. We have made absolute meas
ments of the heliumlike resonance lines in vanadium with
uncertainty of 27 ppm for the 1s2p 1P1→1s2 transition.
Our results for vanadium do not support evidence of a s
tematic discrepancy between theory and experiment@11–13#.
These are the first precision x-ray measurements condu
at the NIST EBIT facility.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 2. Oth
experiments have been conducted on the NIST EBIT us
this spectrometer including polarization studies by Tak´cs
et al. @15#.

The EBIT uses an intense and monoenergetic elec
beam which is magnetically confined to trap and ion
charged ions@16,17#. Metal ion species such as vanadium a
created by a metal vapor vacuum arc~MEVVA ! ion source
and are sequentially ionized as they enter the trap regio
the electron beam. The electron-beam energy distributio

FIG. 2. Spectrometer configuration at the NIST EBIT; note t
the EBIT source is located well inside the Rowland circle. T
spectrometer is oriented such that the axis of the spectromet
perpendicular to the long axis of the EBIT source and the dete
arm moves vertically with changes in diffraction angle.
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the EBIT is narrow and the energy can be tuned. The h
umlike vanadium resonance lines are excited by setting
electron-beam energy to 6.9 keV~including space-charge
correction!, 1.75 keV above the direct electron-impact ex
tation energy. The electron-beam current was typically 1
mA.

We employ a Johann spectrometer with a Ge~220! crystal
(2d54.0007 Å) which has a useful wavelength range b
tween 1.9 and 2.8 Å in first order. The radius of crys
curvature is 1.846 m and the resolving power (l/Dl) of the
spectrometer in the wavelength region of investigation
2000–2500. The spectrometer has a Seemann wedge tha
be lowered towards the crystal pole, reducing the diffract
crystal area used and the x-ray throughput but improving
resolution@18#. The detector is a two-dimensional positio
sensitive proportional counter that employs capacitive cha
division from a backgammon design cathode to determ
position @19#. The spectrometer has a fixed crystal radius
the detector does not always remain on the Rowland cir
This has substantial systematic effects on measurem
@20,21#.

The spectrometer is aligned with respect to the EBIT
that the plane of crystal dispersion is parallel to the elect
beam axis~see Fig. 2!. The range of Bragg diffraction angle
accessible with the spectrometer is 25.0–60.9° and the h
umlike resonance lines of vanadium are observed at appr
mately 39°. The crystal acts as a polarizer at Bragg ang
near 45° and therefore radiation polarized perpendicula
the electron beam axis is the dominant diffracted compon
The detector has a window wider than the full heliumli
vanadium spectrum of the EBIT. Hence several detec
angles centering on various features of the spectrum w
able to characterize detector linearity.

Our work is concerned with the measurement of heliu
like resonance lines. Dielectronic satellites can affect the p
cision of the measurements. By tuning the electron-beam
ergy well above the dielectronic resonance energies they
not excited, resulting in a spectrum clean of dielectronic s
ellite lines. Transitions from the lithiumlike states of van
dium of type 1s2l2l 8 lie very close to the lines of interes
Efforts must be made to minimize or eliminate these sa
lites from the spectra observed. The lithiumlike resonan
lines that directly concern this research—due to their cl
location to the heliumlike resonance lines and their relativ
large electron-impact cross section for inner-sh
excitation—are the q and r @14# or 1s2s2p 2P3/2
→1s22s 2S1/2 and 1s2s2p 2P1/2→1s22s 2S1/2 transitions.
Our treatment of the lithiumlike resonance lines is discus
in detail in Sec. IV.

A. Calibration

Calibration is a detailed and extensive procedure beca
we map the dispersion function of the spectrometer acro
broad range of wavelengths around the region of inter
Using a large number of calibration lines ensures the disp
sion function is well determined and a wide range of wav
lengths ensures that any higher-order wavelength-depen
effects are included. We also systematically investigate
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ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF THE RESONANCE LINES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 042501
effects of variations of source size and the Seemann we
position during calibration. Thus calibration is a time co
suming but necessary procedure for an absolute preci
measurement.

The calibration source consists of a 20-keV electron g
and a series of metal targets~Mn, Cr, V, Ti! located on the
opposite port of the EBIT to the spectrometer as indicate
Fig. 2. We locate the calibration source and the EBIT sou
inside the Rowland circle by design to increase flux, red
systematic uncertainties, and increase the spectral band
to the point that the entire vanadium spectrum can be
quired in parallel@21#. Calibration spectra are collected for
range ofKa andKb characteristic wavelengths~1.9–2.8 Å!
about the heliumlike resonance lines of vanadium. Bragg
fraction angles of calibration lines are in the range 29°–
while the heliumlike resonance lines of vanadium are
served at approximately 39°.Ka1 andKa2 are well resolved
in our system and so theKa doublet provides two referenc
wavelengths at one detector location@20,21#. This is useful
for absolute calibration of the detector channel number
micrometers. A typical vanadiumKa calibration spectrum is
shown in Fig. 3. Approximately 100 individual calibratio
measurements were made with some 20 independent
grated observations of heliumlike resonance lines in va
dium.

B. Energy dispersive measurement

A solid-state Si~Li ! detector is used when optimizing th
EBIT conditions to maximize the flux of heliumlike vana
dium transitions and to minimize contamination from oth
charge states and dielectronic recombination transitions.
example of a typical Si~Li ! spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Th
resolution is sufficient to identify hydrogenic and heliumlik
vanadium as well as various barium charge states~barium,
emanating from the electron gun, is common in EBIT sp

FIG. 3. Curve fitting to vanadiumKa calibration lines. The
fitted functions are Lorentzian convolved with a slit function. Fo
individual profiles are fitted~see text! and indicated by dotted lines
1represents data points and the solid line indicates the sum of fi
components. Residuals to the fit are shown by a dashed line un
neath the main plot.
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tra!. A small amount of pure nitrogen gas is leaked into t
trap to increase the proportion of higher charge states
evaporative cooling.

In the EBIT an axial trapping potential is created by
series of three drift tubes. The voltage applied to the mid
drift tube determines the energy of the electron beam
sets the position of the trap with respect to the ground
tential. The drift tube voltages can be switched rapidly in
time sequence. This is necessary in order to catch the
injected from the MEVVA ion source and to empty the tra
after a certain amount of time to avoid the accumulation
unwanted long lifetime charge states and background bar
ions. The time sequencing was optimized using the sig
from the Si~Li ! detector.

Once the optimum EBIT operating conditions are chos
crystal spectrometer data are collected while continuing
monitor the performance with the Si~Li ! detector. A single
spectrum is collected and saved for each period, appr
mately 2 h, between liquid nitrogen fills of the outer cry
genic jacket of the EBIT. Spectra are collected continuou
for several days with a 24-hour-a-day EBIT operation. Sp
tra collected under the same conditions are then sum
during the analysis of data. Figure 5 shows a heliuml
vanadium spectrum from 24 h of observation with the crys
spectrometer. The position and relative intensity of theq
lithiumlike resonance line is also indicated in Fig. 5. Co
tamination from ther line is negligible.

C. Clinometry

During the relatively long data acquisition periods, ca
must be taken to monitor and minimize any shifts in t
diffraction angle or detector position. Clinometers contin
ally monitor the detector and crystal angles with arcseco
resolution and can be used to determine any changes in
gular position during EBIT observations. The clinomete
also record certain large amplitude vibrations of the detec
arm and crystal mount. Such vibrations may be caused
faults in vacuum pumps or rapid surging of liquid nitroge
through the feed lines to the EBIT. Data obtained display
these vibrations are rejected because the diffraction pro

ed
er-

FIG. 4. General features of the Si~Li ! spectrum observed on th
NIST EBIT: The highest peak at 5.2 keV is composed of a blend
the heliumlike vanadium resonance lines, and the broad peak
tween 4.6–4.9 keV is predominantly neonlike barium and ot
barium charge states.
1-3
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will be broadened, compromising resolution and precisi
Rejected data comprised a small subset of the total meas
ments. Most observations were made with the Seem
wedge removed to maximize flux.

A post-measurement calibration was conducted to ins
that no changes in the spectroscopy system had occu
during the measurement process. The postrun calibra
when subsequently analyzed in conjunction with prerun c
bration data, was used to ensure against physical shifts
changes in alignment.

III. CURVED CRYSTAL THEORY AND SYSTEMATIC
SHIFTS

Curved crystal geometries are often used in precis
x-ray spectroscopy to obtain increased signal and lower
tistical error, or to focus an extended source. All system
shifts down to the level of 10–30 ppm must be accounted
to perform useful tests of QED in mediumZ highly charged
ions. Dynamical x-ray diffraction plays a crucial role in an
wavelength dispersive spectroscopy such as ours. A sys
atic shift which is commonly accounted for in x-ray diffra
tion is the refractive index~RI! correction which is due to the
mean change in refractive index in the crystal changing
angle of incidence relative to the air or vacuum. The angle
diffraction uB is shifted causing Bragg’s law of diffraction

nl52d sinuB ~1!

to become

nl52d sinuBS 12
12RI

sin2 uB
D , ~2!

FIG. 5. Heliumlike vanadium spectra observed at the NI
EBIT. Resonance lines and lithiumlike satellite lines are labe
according to Gabriel’s scheme. Summed observations repre
some 24 of observation. Theq(1s2s2p 2P3/2→1s22s 2S1/2) lithi-
umlike satellite contamination is at a level which does not imp
the final measurement. Spectra are fitted with a Lorentzian c
volved with a slit profile and a background. The dotted lines are
fitted profiles to each resonance line; the solid line is the sum o
fitted profiles and background.
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where RI is the index of refraction~specific tol and the
crystal!. The magnitude of the refractive index correction
100–300 ppm@22,23#, depending upon the wavelength, cry
tal, and geometry, and so must be determined to a few
cent.

Most curved and flat crystal spectroscopy QED investi
tions have addressed systematic corrections based upon
tracing methods, incorporating the simple refractive ind
correction@24–26#. Some of these QED measurements we
calibrated using wavelengths observed in different orders
diffraction @11#. These measurements, however, did not us
full dynamical diffraction theory to calculate systemat
shifts and therefore did not consider significant effects re
ing to depth penetration, lateral shifts, source size, and
tector location. Any of these effects can cause system
shifts comparable to the refractive index correction.

A. Depth penetration

Depth penetration refers to the mean depth that x-r
penetrate into the crystal and the effect that this penetra
has upon the observed diffraction angle. For curved crys
depth penetration at angles other than normal to the sur
will result in a variation of the angle of incidence in succe
sively deeper crystal layers. The depth penetration of x-r
into a crystal can have effects larger than refractive ind
shifts @23#. It is therefore the dominant systematic in ma
curved crystal measurements, and is independent of ref
tive index and ray-tracing~geometrical! corrections. The
magnitude of the depth penetration is dependent upon
fraction order and angle of incidence. The resulting shift
angle for curved crystals~radius 2Rz whereRz is the Row-
land circle radius! can be estimated using

Du in/out.arccosF S 11
d̄

2Rz
D cos~uB6ap!G2~uB6ap!,

~3!

whered̄ is the mean depth of penetration andap is the mean
angle of diffracting planes to the crystal surface@23#. Simple
estimates ofd̄ can be made but a rigorous calculation wi
1% precision requires the dynamical diffraction theory. T
strong dependence upon diffraction order, due to the dep
dence of attenuation~m! upon energy, implies that any x-ra
QED measurement employing diffraction in different orde
should address this effect explicitly.

B. Lateral shifts

Lateral shifts are also due to depth penetration and refe
a shift in the exit location of an x-ray at the crystal surfac
For flat crystals this results in a transverse shift at the de
tor and is dependent onm and extinction. For curved crystal
the lateral shift causes a shift at the detector~if positioned on
the Rowland circle! of

DYlateral~A,B!.Rzarccos@F#22RzB, ~4!

where

d
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r
n-
e
ll
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F5@~2 cosB2cosA!cosA

2Asin2 A~sin2 A1cos2 B2cosB cosA!# ~5!

andB5uB1ap , A5B1uA , anduA5Du in1Duout as given
by Eq.~3!. Simpler, less precise estimates can be formula
for specific situations but ultimately any calculation relies
a precise determination of depth penetration. For low an
and low order diffraction, lateral shifts will be 10–100 %
the refractive index corrections@23#. Equation~4! will deter-
mine the lateral shift on the Rowland circle but not the sh
at a detector located off the Rowland circle.

C. Source and detector shape and position

Geometrical effects such as source size and position
cause shifts of a similar magnitude to refraction@23#. While
ray tracing can adequately describe these situations ou
the crystal, the effect of dynamical diffraction, associa
depth penetration, and lateral shifts modifies these estim

Estimates of shifts or errors presented in curved cry
geometries are often calculated for an ideal detector loc
on the Rowland circle. However, the detection surface
usually flat and therefore does not conform to the Rowla
circle. Detectors located on a fixed length detector arm w
also travel off the Rowland circle with a variation in th
detection angle unless the crystal curvature is also va
precisely.

Mosaicity and crystal curvature effects are also often d
regarded but these effects must be considered for the p
sion which has been the aim of this research. These is
led to the development of the theory that combines curva
and mosaicity in a dynamical diffraction theory by Chant
@27,28#. One systematic shift is caused by the calibrat
source not being in the same location as the EBIT sou
Theoretical modeling determines the shifts associated w
this mislocation and the correction is 3–5 ppm depend
upon wavelength.

Detailed theoretical modeling of our spectroscopy syst
has revealed a wavelength-dependent systematic error
ciated with detector shape and location due to asymme
partial focusing on the detector plate. Conventional sh
calculated for detection on the Rowland circle do not ag
with shifts computed for flat extended detectors. This s
tematic error can be 100–200 ppm and would be presen
any Johann curved crystal spectrometer with fixed len
detector arm and flat detection surface.

In later work @20,21# this theory was expanded to inco
porate flat surface detectors located off the Rowland cir
We have therefore developed the computational techniq
to deal with all of the above-mentioned systematics in a
orous and integrated manner.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS AND ERROR SOURCES

Calibration and EBIT spectra are fitted with Lorentzi
line shapes convolved with slit profiles. The width of th
Lorentzian and common slit components are free parame
in the fit. The background is negligible and is not fitted. F
calibration lines, two components are fitted to each line f
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lowing Deutschet al. @29# and Hartwiget al. @30# to repro-
duce the asymmetry of real profiles~see Fig. 3!. The helium-
like resonance lines and satellite contamination are fitted
a single component with a Lorentzian convolved with a s
profile in addition to a quadratic background. Figure 5 sho
the result of profile fitting to a heliumlike vanadium spe
trum.

The location of the calibration lines with two fitted com
ponents is determined from the peak position of the sum
the two components. Peak values are used to correspon
the reference values of Bearden@22# ~this point is discussed
further in Sec. IV B!. For the heliumlike resonance lines th
centroid position and peak position correspond since the
shapes are symmetrical and only one component is fitte
each line.

A. Dispersion function determination

Bearden’s tabulation of characteristic x-ray lines@22#, al-
though published in 1967, is the most comprehensive d
set available. Reference wavelengths for calibration lines
corrected from Bearden’s values using the recent CODA
determination of lattice spacings@31#. The adjustment re-
quired is relatively constant at215 ppm across the wave
lengths we use for calibration. The dispersion function
fitted to the 10 calibration wavelengths: TiKb1,3, V Ka1 , V
Ka2 , V Kb1,3, Cr Ka1 , Cr Ka2 , Cr Kb1,3, Mn Ka1 , Mn
Ka2 , and MnKb1,3. Prerun and postrun calibration data c
be compared for consistency and systematic shifts. The
persion function relates the wavelength of a spectral fea
located at the detector center to the angle of diffract
which is measured by clinometers attached to crystal
detector arms of the spectrometer.

Clinometer values for the crystal and detector are conti
ally recorded with any spectrum and the centroid of ea
clinometer distribution is the measure of the angle for crys
(uB) and the detector (2uB). The dispersion function is de
termined by a bivariate nonlinear least-squares fit to
function

Q5arcsinFDC2A~1!

A~2! G2arcsinFCC2A~3!

A~4! G1A~0!,

~6!

whereDC is the centroid of the detector clinometer,CC the
centroid of the crystal clinometer,Q the reference wave
length of the calibration line~adjusted for refractive index
correction and other systematic shifts!, andA(0) –A(4) the
parameters of the fit relating to offsets and scaling of
clinometer response function, which has been demonstr
to be highly linear in sinu.

We observe all the resonance lines of heliumlike va
dium at one spectrometer setting. Thus the position-sens
detector scale~in channels/mm or channels/arcsecond! is an
important input into the dispersion function.

Any systematic shifts must be accounted for when de
mining the dispersion function. As described in the prec
ing section, we account for refractive index correction
depth penetration of x rays in the crystal, shifts associa
with source size and location, and shifts due to detec
1-5
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TABLE I. Error budget for heliumlike vanadium measurement.

Error source

Magnitude of error~ppm!
Resonance line

w x y z

Statistical uncertainty of centroid position 9.5 31.0 22.3 12
Reference wavelengths~Bearden@22#! 12
Adjustment of Bearden wavelengths ,0.5
Diffraction theorya 6
Dispersion function determinationa 20
Temperature and diffraction crystal 2d spacing variation ,5
Doppler shifts ,4
Total excluding statisticsb 24.9
Total 26.7 39.8 33.4 28.1

aSummation of related uncertainties~see text!.
bTotal excluding statistics: Sum of all errors except statistical uncertainty of heliumlike vanadium obs
tions.
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shape and location. The dispersion function is not a sim
relationship between angle and wavelength but a comp
~but smooth! function of reference wavelengths, clinomet
values, detector scale, and systematic shifts.

B. Error budget

The error budget is laid out in Table I. The statistic
uncertainty varies between 9.5 ppm (w,1s2p 1P1→1s2) and
31.0 ppm (x,1s2p 3P2→1s2) with the relatively low flux of
the EBIT prohibiting trivial improvement. The uncertainty
determined from the curve fitting routine and is the stand
deviation of the centroid position for each resonance. T
corresponds to a determination varying between 1/27
1/77 of the widths.

Recent work by Deslatteset al. @32# on reference wave
lengths has resulted in lower estimates of uncertainties
those on Bearden’s values. Bearden’s uncertainties in gen
have been reduced by 25–30 % from 12 ppm to 8–10 p
In most cases, including all the wavelengths used in our
vestigations, the further refinement yielded the same va
for the wavelengths within uncertainties. Our values~ad-
justed from Bearden! and those of Deslatteset al. have a
small discrepancy of 0.5 ppm. This discrepancy is insign
cant compared to the uncertainty of the wavelengths
does not compromise our final result.

The peak locations in the spectra and the derived cent
determinations for VKa1 , V Ka2 differ by 50–80 ppm.
The choice of peak and centroid values in our calibrat
system is an important systematic effect. We have found
the shift does not create an error in first order if theory a
experimental results are computed consistently for peak
centroid values. Peak values for single-vacancy spectra
main the preferred measure for reporting or determin
characteristic energies despite advanced methods for d
mining centroids@33#. In the final analysis peak values a
therefore used and determined from curve fitting to exp
mental profiles as discussed in Sec. IV.

Diffraction theory uncertainty refers to the diffraction ca
culations that are used to determine systematic shifts.
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reliability and self-consistency of these calculations wh
compared to calibration lines resulted in a variance of l
than 6 ppm. The magnitude of each of the component sh
are of order 100 ppm~and vary quite dramatically for the
range of angles and energies of interest!, but the uncertainty
on the net result is 6 ppm. We emphasize that 6 ppm is
the net shift which varies for our experiment from about
to 300 ppm. The uncertainty is low for the total calculat
shift because of relative insensitivity of the result to expe
mental uncertainties in source location, source size, and
tector location. To detail one example, the shift associa
with the mislocation of the calibration and EBIT sourc
results in a small shift~3–5 ppm!; the separation of thes
sources is 0.25 m. It follows that uncertainty in the longit
dinal position of the sources at the millimeter level is n
critical.

The uncertainty of the dispersion function determinati
shown in Table I is currently the dominant systematic c
rection. The determination of the dispersion function
volves interrelated variables, and the absolute uncertain
of these input variables do not add linearly to the final u
certainty of the function. For example, the calibration sou
size uncertainty is 10% but in the Johann geometry this c
tributes less than 5 ppm to wavelength determination. L
gitudinal source location is very uncertain~61 mm! but in
our geometry this has a negligible effect on the final ac
racy. The overall contribution of calibration source size a
alignment uncertainty is 5 ppm. The statistical error asso
ated with the calibration lines is 2–3 ppm and the error
sociated with the calibration profile fitting is 3–4 ppm.

The major contribution to the dispersion function unce
tainty is the detector scale uncertainty. This uncertainty
lates to the absolute calibration of the detector position sc
in channels per micrometer and the linearity of that sca
The heliumlike resonance lines are widely spaced on
detector~‘‘ w’’–‘‘ z’’ separation'190 channels or'8.5 mm!
and therefore any uncertainty in the detector scale is criti
The absolute detector scale is determined at less than 0
which results in an average contribution to the dispers
1-6
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TABLE II. Energies of heliumlike resonance lines in vanadium, comparison to theory.

Notation Transition

Theorya

Energy
~eV!

QED cont.b

~ppm!

NIST EBIT and Univ. Melbourne~this work!

Energy
~eV!

DEc

~ppm!
Expt. test of QED

~%!

w 1s2p 1P1→1s2 1S0 5205.15 471.1 5205.10~14! 210~27! 5.7%
x 1s2p 3P2→1s2 1S0 5188.72 478.1 5189.12~21! 80~40! 8.4%
y 1s2p 3P1→1s2 1S0 5180.31 482.5 5180.22~17!d 219~33! 6.9%
z 1s2s 3S1→1s2 1S0 5153.88 415.5 5153.82~14! 211~28! 6.7%

aDrake ~Ref. @5#!
bQED cont.: QED contribution to transition energy using QED definitions of Drake@5#.
cDE: Energy~expt.-theory!/theory.
dBlend of y and 1s2p 3P0→1s2 transitions.
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function imprecision of 15 ppm.
The contribution of satellite lines has also been includ

in the dispersion function uncertainty. Theq(1s2s2p 2P3/2
→1s22s 2S1/2) lithiumlike satellite is explicitly fitted~see
Fig. 5! and has a peak intensity of 13% of thew intensity.
Any dielectronic satellites will be at least an order of ma
nitude less intense than the lithiumlike satellites or less t
1% of the intensity of the heliumlike resonance lines@with
full widths at half maximums~FWHMs! corresponding to
600–800 ppm of the resonance energy#. Thus any unresolved
satellite, even located at a half-width from the centroid o
heliumlike resonance line, will cause a shift of no more th
3–4 ppm.

Dispersion function uncertainty has been reduced to
ppm through the careful determination of systematic shi
This has been a major achievement of this work. We h
done explicit analysis to determine the error associated w
the omission of the systematic shift caused by a flat dete
shape and location off the Rowland circle. This reveale
poor determination of the dispersion function and errors
100 ppm, which was corrected for as described above.
ther improvement with future experiments is expected.

Doppler shifts due to the low thermal velocities of th
highly charged ions in the EBIT are not significant sourc
of uncertainty. On average the Doppler shifts will be zero
there is no preferred direction of motion. Doppler broaden
is 1.8 eV for 1 keV ions and we allow for a possible 1
asymmetry of velocity distribution resulting in a maximu
Doppler shift of less than 0.02 eV or less than 4 ppm. Te
perature effects, particularly on the diffraction crystal
spacing, are also insignificant sources of uncertainty.
linear expansion coefficient of the germanium crystal we
is 5.9531026 K21 @34# and the crystal is in moderat
vacuum (1026 Torr) with monitored external temperatur
variations of.2 °C. Also any direct lattice spacing erro
have only a second-order effect on the measurement a
racy ~because of the calibration! so that the effect on wave
length determination will be less than 5 ppm.

Summing all systematics errors in quadrature results
24.9 ppm systematic uncertainty and a total uncertainty
the resonance lines of 27–40 ppm. The main sources of
certainty are therefore statistical, reference wavelengths,
dispersion function determination. All may be regarded
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soft limits at present~subject to improvement with additiona
work in the future!. Methods of reducing statistical unce
tainty by improving spectrometer efficiency are being inve
tigated and improved flux from the NIST EBIT has be
achieved in subsequent studies. Reference wavelength u
tainty is limited at present to Bearden’s values but some
the metals we employ for calibration have been measu
with improved precision recently@35#. Future measurement
of the characteristic wavelengths on, for example, a vacu
double-crystal spectrometer are very likely to reduce unc
tainty.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our results are the first absolute measurements of all
resonance lines in heliumlike vanadium using an EBIT. W
do not rely on a single calibration energy, but require a se
of calibration lines to determine the dispersion function
the spectrometer. These measurements represent a 2
ppm determination of the heliumlike resonance lines in
nadium. Results are summarized in Table II and the nota
of Gabriel @14# for each transition is indicated.

A. Comparison to Theory

Our results for all of the heliumlike vanadium resonan
lines are compared to the theory of Drake@5# in Table II. The
values for thew(1s2s 1P1→1s2) and z(1s2s 3S1→1s2)
transitions lie just below theory but well within experiment
uncertainty. Thex(1s2p 3P2→1s2) transition is the least
intense of the heliumlike resonance lines, so the statist
uncertainty is larger. However, the result for thex line is less
than 2s from theory@5# which is within reasonable statistica
variation. The comparison of they (1s2p 3P1→1s2) and
1s2p 3P0→1s2 blend to theory is discussed in detail in Se
V F.

The uncertainty of theoretical calculations including t
estimation of missing or uncalculated terms has been rec
ing increasing scrutiny as techniques have advanced. On
the most recent two-electron Lamb shift calculations by P
ssonet al. @10# estimates missing correlation effects in QE
contributions at 0.1 eV for all elements or 20 ppm of tran
tion energies in mediumZ ions. In earlier work, Drake@5#
1-7
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TABLE III. Selectedw(1s2p 1P1→1s2) transition energies~eV! for vanadium and surrounding mediumZ ions.

Z Experiment Ref.

Theoretical transition energies
DTha

~ppm!
QEDb

~eV!
2e QEDc

~eV!Unified @5# AO @6# CI @7# MCDF @9#

18 3139.553~38! @47# 3139.577 3139.582 3139.617 3139.65 23 1.055 0.09
22 4749.74~17! @11# 4749.63 4749.64 4749.71 17
23 5205.10~14! @d# 5205.15 5205.16 2.474 0.16
24 5682.32~40! @11# 5682.05 5682.06 5682.15 18
26 6700.08~24! @27# 6700.40 6700.43 6700.54 6700.60 30
32 10 280.70~22! @13# 10 280.14 10 280.19 10 280.39 24 7.674 0.40

aDTh: Maximum discrepancy between theories.
bQED: QED contribution to the ground state (1s2 1S0) @5#.
c2e QED: Two-electron QED contribution extrapolated~see text! @10#.
dThis work.
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claimed uncertainty forZ523 was less than 0.005 eV or
ppm of heliumlike resonance lines due to uncalcula
higher-order terms. Some of the latest theoretical calc
tions for thew transition in mediumZ ions are summarized
in Table III. The discrepancy between theories is indica
and the maximum discrepancy ranges from 23 to 30 ppm
Z518– 26 and differences are consistent. Our measurem
are at this level of uncertainty.

Table II also shows the QED contributions to heliumli
resonance lines in vanadium as determined by Drake.
QED contributions are also expressed as a proportion of
relevant transition in ppm. The level at which our measu
ments test these contributions is between 5.7% and 8%.
theoretical QED contributions include mass polarization a
nuclear size effects but these contribute less than 1% to
total. If the QED contributions to the 2l states are assumed
be correct, then the 1sQED contribution is measured to 6%

Our result for thew line in vanadium is within our experi
mental uncertainty of the theory of Drake@5# and Plante
et al. @6#. We therefore find no evidence of the earlier r
ported trend that experimental values are greater than th
@11#. Figure 6 shows our result for thew transition compared
to theory @5# and other measurements for heliumlike van
dium and surrounding mediumZ heliumlike ions. Our mea-
surements are compared with other experiments in the
text of medium Z x-ray measurements in the followin
discussion.

B. Two-electron Lamb shifts

The two-electron Lamb shift has been a topic of cons
erable interest recently following significant variation in t
recent calculations of two-electron contributions to t
ground state of medium and highZ heliumlike ions@10,6,5#.
The ‘‘two-electron Lamb shift’’ can be defined as the diffe
ence between the hydrogenic 1s1/2 Lamb shift and the QED
contributions to the heliumlike ground state (1s2 1S0). The
two-electron Lamb shift relates to the two-electron radiat
QED Feynman diagrams~vacuum polarization and self
energy! due to interactions between the electrons@10#. Non-
radiative two-electron QED~ladder and crossed-photon di
grams! are negligible forZ<32. We have calculated the two
electron Lamb shift by subtracting the results of Johnson
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Soff @37# for the hydrogenic 1s1/2 Lamb shift from the QED
contributions to the heliumlike ground state from Drake@5#.
For Z532 ~germanium! we obtain 0.31 eV which can be
directly compared to the 0.4 eV result of Perssonet al. @10#.
For vanadium, the two-electron Lamb shift calculated in t
manner is 0.15 eV or 29 ppm of the 1s2s 1P1→1s2 transi-
tion energy. Two-electron QED calculations forZ,32 are
not available from Perssonet al., so no direct comparison
can be made with Drake’s calculation of vanadium.

As a simple alternative calculation, we have estimated
two-electron Lamb shift for heliumlike ions ofZ less than 32
by extrapolating the results of Perssonet al. for Z532– 92
using a power-law fit (2e QED5aZb). TheZ power depen-
dence is interestingly found to beb'2.5. Derived results for
Z518 and 23 are tabulated with Persson’s result forZ532
in Table III. Theory might expect a power-law dependen
of b53 as the two-electron contributions scale asZ3. The
result (b'2.5) from the power-law fit to the sum of all com
puted contributions is in reasonable agreement with the
pected theoretical value. For vanadium the two-elect
Lamb shift is 0.16 eV or 31 ppm, slightly larger than th

FIG. 6. Measurements of thew(1s2p 1P1→1s2) transition in
medium Z ions: comparison to theoretical work of Drake@5#.
E(exp): experimental transition energy;E(theory): theoretical tran-
sition energy.L, this work; s, Beiersdorferet al. ~1989!, Ref.
@11#, Z532, MacLarenet al. ~1992!, Ref. @13#; d, other sources
~see Table III references!.
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TABLE IV. Experimentally determined energies~eV! of heliumlike vanadium 1s2l→1s2 resonance lines. The source of highly charg
ions is indicated.

Key Transition
PLT tokamak

Ref. @11#
LIVS plasma

Ref. @39# Energy

LLNL EBIT @12# TFR tokamak@38#

Ew2Ea dEb Ew2E dE

w 1s2p 1P1→1s2 5205.27~21! 5205.58~55! 5205.33c

x 1s2p 3P2→1s2 5188.86~22! 16.47 0.04 17.0 0.56
y 1s2p 3P1→1s2 5180.30~22! 25.03 0.19 25.7 0.82
3P0 1s2p 3P0→1s2 5180.30~22! 25.03 21.28 25.7 20.65
z 1s2s 3S1→1s2 5153.90~30! 51.43 0.16 51.9 0.66

aEw2E: difference between energy ofw transition and energy of relevant transition.
bdE5(Ew2E) theory2(Ew2E)expt.
cReference line set to semiempirical value of 5205.33 eV.
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experimental uncertainty of 0.14 eV of our measureme
The agreement between this result obtained from extrap
tion of the results of Perssonet al. and the value obtained b
direct calculation from Johnson and Soff and Drake is exc
lent ~0.01 eV difference!. For Z532, where the compariso
can be made directly without extrapolation, the difference
0.09 eV, remarkably consistent with the uncertainty estim
~0.1 eV! of Perssonet al. for contributions from missing cor
relation effects in QED. As was the case with the experim
of Marrset al. @36#, a significant improvement in experimen
tal precision would provide a critical test of two-electro
QED.

In terms of basic physical effects included, the calcu
tions of Drake and of Perssonet al. are equivalent up to al
terms of ordera3 ~assuming that the many-body perturbati
theory expansion has converged sufficiently well!, and also
terms of ordera4Z6 anda4Z5. Any difference between the
two calculations should therefore scale asa4Z4, at least
through the intermediate range ofZ.

Perssonet al. states that the missing correlation effects
their two-electron QED calculations is estimated to be of
order of 0.1 eV for all elements. Formally this should only
applied to the range of elements 32,Z,92. The associated
uncertainties forZ,32 are unknown, but could be expecte
to increase in this regime. In the calculations of Drake,
uncertainty due to relativistic correlation effects in QE
scales asa4Z4. The sources of the uncertainty are quite d
ferent in the calculations of Drake and of Perssonet al. The
lowest-order Lamb shift is of ordera3Z4, and so the leading
two-electron correction is of ordera3Z3, i.e., smaller by a
factor of 1/Z. Higher-order correlation effects contribute fu
ther terms of ordera3Z2,a3Z,... . In thecalculations of Per-
ssonet al., it is the uncertainty in these correlation corre
tions to the lowest-order~in a! Lamb shift that accounts fo
their estimate of 0.1 eV for all elements. In contrast, t
calculation of Drake accurately sums this entire series
terms, but there are relativistic correlation corrections to
QED shift of ordera4Z4,a5Z5,..., not included in this cal-
culation. This accounts for Drake’s error estimate
1.2(Z/10)4 cm21 @5#, scaling asZ4. It has been suggeste
that Drake’s error estimate should be multiplied by 8 for t
ground state, to take into account a 1/n3 scaling.
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In summary, the calculation of Drake accurately treats
1/Z expansion of the nonrelativistic two-electron QED shi
but not theaZ expansion of relativistic and correlation co
rections. The calculation of Perssonet al. is improved for the
aZ expansion, but not the 1/Z expansion of the nonrelativ
istic correlation terms. For largerZ the calculations of Pers
son et al. may be preferred, and for smallerZ the calcula-
tions of Drake may be preferable.

C. Excited-state QED

Measuring the heliumliken52 to n51 transitions can be
sensitive to the excited-state QED contributions if the pre
sion is sufficient. The QED contribution to the 1s2s 3S1 is
0.333 eV from Drake@5# or 65 ppm of the transition energy
Our measurement of thez (1s2s 3S1→1s2) transition is sen-
sitive to the 1s2s 3S1 QED contribution at the 40% level
Most previous experiments in the mediumZ region have
only measured thew transition, while others have only mea
sured thew and close-lyingx andy lines. Ours is one of the
most precise measurements of thez transition in mediumZ
ions.

Of course, the result is a direct measure of the 1s2s 3S1
→1s2 QED contribution. Most such measurements are
sensitive to the excited-state~2s or 2p! QED contribution.
However, our measurement is indeed sensitive to
excited-state QED contribution at the 40% level. Our res
is comparable to the 51-ppm measurement forZ532 @13#
which tests the 1s2s 3S1 QED contribution at the 48% level

D. Previous heliumlike vanadium observations

Four other observations of heliumlike vanadium spec
have been reported~see Table IV!. Two of these@38,12#
were relative measurements to thew line and, as such, canno
be compared to absolute measurements of thew line. These
relative observations include a study of heliumlike vanadi
at an EBIT @12# and are the only prior observations of th
heliumlike resonance lines other than thew line ~thex, y, and
z lines!.
1-9
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Two measurements@39,11# were conducted at a low
inductance vacuum spark plasma and a tokamak plasma
spectively. In both cases only thew line was reported. The
first study by Aglitskyet al. @39# in 1988 was part of a broad
survey of resonance transitions in heliumlike ionsZ
516– 39). A double Johann spectrograph was used to re
spectra. CharacteristicK lines were used for calibration
based upon reference wavelengths of Cauclois@40#. The pre-
cision reported for thew transition in vanadium was 10
ppm.

The second study by Beiersdorfer and co-workers@11#
was part of a survey of mediumZ elements in the heliumlike
isoelectronic sequence in tokamak plasmas at the Princ
Large Torus~PLT!. The uncertainty reported for vanadiu
was 40 ppm. Close-lying Lyman series lines were used
calibration. Shorter-wavelength calibration lines and heliu
like resonance lines were observed in second-order diff
tion. As discussed in Sec. III, significant systematic sh
can occur in measurements that utilize several diffract
orders unless properly accounted for. The theoretical va
of Mohr @41# were used in that analysis for the hydrogen
transitions and therefore QED theory was assumed to be
rect @11#. A review of hydrogenic mediumZ measurements
demonstrates that the experimental evidence is incomple
this region ofZ.

While several high precision absolute measurements
hydrogenic transitions have been reported for argon~Z
518, e.g., Marmaret al. @42# and Beyeret al. @43#! and iron
~Z526, Chantler@27#!, the elements withZ519 to Z525
have not been measured precisely and absolutely an
some cases have not been measured at all. For example
Lyman a transitions in vanadium have only been inves
gated recently@44#. The practice of using internal referenc
lines based upon QED theory, while having spectrosco
advantages, cannot reliably be used to infer conclusi
about QED contributions in two-electron systems.

Dielectronic satellite lines are often associated with h
umlike transitions particularly in plasmas where a wi
range of electron energies are present. Satellite contam
tion in hot plasmas is often the major limiting uncertainty
the precision of energy measurements@45#. Bulk motions
within the plasma can also be very fast and vary betw
charge states@46#. This may be contrasted to the situation
an EBIT where very low satellite contamination can
achieved and Doppler shifts are negligible.

The measurements of thew resonance line in heliumlike
vanadium@39,11# are shown in Table IV and plotted in Fig
6 where they can be compared to current theory and o
experiments including this work. The results of Aglitsk
et al. @39# lie higher in energy than theory but within exper
mental error. The measurements of Beiersdorferet al. @11#
across the range ofZ observed were consistently higher th
theoretical energies but most, including vanadium, were
dividually within experimental errors of theory. It wa
claimed that the comparison shows that there are system
differences between data and predictions, which indica
need to include additional corrections in the calculatio
@11#. The implication of this series of measurements was t
there was a systematic offset between theory and experim
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and that the uncertainty in the offset was smaller by roug
a factor of AN than that of the individual measuremen
@more precisely, the mean offset of the six measuremen
34~15! ppm#. Our result for thew line in vanadium indicates
there is no systematic offset from theory; our value for t
offset, 210~27! ppm, differs from that inferred from the
measurements of Beiersdorferet al. by 44~27! ppm.

E. Other absolute mediumZ measurements

A survey of experimental measurements across mediuZ
heliumlike resonance lines is shown in Table III and Fig
and compared with recent theory. The most precise abso
measurement of mediumZ heliumlike ions is attributed to
Deslattes and co-workers@47# with a 12 ppm measuremen
of thew transition in argon. Thex andy transitions were also
measured in this work to similar accuracy, but thez transi-
tion was not observed. Our methodology is similar to that
Deslatteset al. in the use of an external x-ray calibratio
standard lying close to the wavelength of interest. The rec
ion experimental method used therein also eliminates
need for Doppler corrections and uncertainties in that w
as opposed to other experiments but is comparable to
work on the EBIT. A novel experimental arrangement pr
duced Ar161 by collisions of MeV U661 ions with an argon-
gas target@43#. A Johann curved crystal spectrometer w
employed with a position-sensitive proportional counter
the backgammon type~both the spectrometer and detect
are similar to those used in this research!. This spectroscopy
method may have systematic errors associated with the
ometry and detector type and position as discussed ab
~Sec. III!. Three-electron satellite contamination in these o
servations was considerably reduced by adjusting the gas
get pressure. The contribution of the residual satellite c
tamination to the overall precision of waveleng
determination was estimated to be 3 ppm. However, as w
all spectra with strong satellites, the limiting uncertainty
difficult to quantify. Argon is at the lower end of the mediu
Z elements where QED effects are smaller relative to
transition energies. This very precise measurement of ar
@47# is within experimental uncertainty of the unified@5# and
all orders ~AO! @6# calculations, but excludes th
configuration-interaction~CI! @7# and multiconfiguration
Dirac-Fock~MCDF! @9# calculations, as shown in Table III

F. Intensities of 1s2p 3P1\1s2 and 1s2p 3P0\1s2 transitions

The probability of the 1s2p 3P0→1s2 transition reveals
information about the dominant processes in an electr
beam ion trap. In helium, the 1s2p 3P0 level can only decay
to the ground state by two or three photon processes,E1M1
or 3E1, respectively, but the probability is very low for allZ
@48#. Vanadium has a finite nuclear moment~7/2\ @49#!, so
the transition from the 1s2p 3P0 state to the ground stat
(1s2 1S0) can also occur via the hyperfine interaction@50#.
Mohr has calculated the 1s2p 3P0→1s2 transition rate to be
10.53109 s21 in vanadium@50#.
1-10
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TABLE V. Experimental determinations of the relative intensity of the strongy(1s2p 3P1→1s2) component compared to the tota
intensity of the blend~y and 1s2p 3P0→1s2!, using theoretical energies of Drake, Ref.@5#.

y% of total blend intensity TFR tokamak@38# LLNL EBIT @12# NIST EBITa

Normalized to experimentalw line 99%615% 94%612%
Normalized to theoreticalw line 44%b 87%615% 97%612%

aNIST EBIT: This work.
bRelative measurement, no errors were published.
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For vanadium, earlier theoretical work has claimed a ra
of 4:1 for the intensity of they (1s2p 3P1→1s2) transition
relative to the 1s2p 3P0→1s2 transition based upon
electron-impact excitation cross-section calculations@12#.
The calculation of Mohr combined with they transition rate
(1.63831013s21) of Drake@51#, and assuming equal initial
state populations, results in a ratio of 1560:1. The compe
1s2p 3P0→1s2s 3S1 rate is only 2% of the 1s2p 3P0
→1s2 transition rate so it does not influence the result.

The hyperfine-induced decay of the3P0 level in vana-
dium cannot be resolved from they (3P1) transition in any
available experimental method@12,38#. The relative intensi-
ties of the3P0 andy transitions therefore shift the observe
centroid. The energy separation between3P0 andy lines is
1.47 eV in vanadium which is equivalent to 290 ppm of t
energy of these transitions.

We determine the relative intensity of they component
compared to the blend to be 94612 % ~and consequently the
3P0 component is 6612 %! based on the theoretical ene
gies of Drake@5# and the experimentally determined centro
position of the blend. The width of each component is a
consistent: w53.82(29) eV, x54.3(9) eV, y23P0
54.1(7) eV, andz53.27(38) eV. There is no direct ev
dence for individual high-n or recombination satellite con
tamination. The width of they23P0 blend is within 1s of
that of the other resonances and narrower than the~weak! x
line. This is consistent with our findings for the ratio of in
tensities based upon the centroid position and suggest
almost complete absence of the3P0 transition. The results
for position and width of they23P0 blend from a second
study of vanadium at the NIST EBIT agree with those of t
first study, although the statistical uncertainties are large

Our absolute experimental determination of the relat
intensity of they component is compared to relative me
surements@12,38# of the heliumlike resonance lines in van
dium in Table V. Achardet al. @38# results are substantiall
different from recent theory~seedE values in Table IV! and
were conducted at a tokamak plasma where satellite cont
nation was intense.

A comparison between EBIT experiments and their
spective measurements is more revealing. The results f
the Livermore EBIT@12# for the relative intensity of they
component compared to the total blend intensity are p
sented in Table V. We have presented the relative inten
firstly, based upon the absolute experimental results c
pared with theory and secondly based upon relative dif
ences from thew line and compared with differences as ca
culated in theory~results are normalized to the theoretic
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position of thew line!. Relative intensities of they compo-
nent derived from the EBIT measurements range from 8
to 99% ~with 15% uncertainty! for the Livermore EBIT and
from 94% to 97% for the NIST EBIT, depending upon no
malization.

Drake @51# has suggested that differences between EB
results for the ratio may be due to pressure differences
cause low-pressures and steady-state conditions could le
a build up of the3P0 population relative to the3P1 state.
The experimental evidence from both EBIT studies suppo
an almost complete absence of the3P0 transition and the
results from the NIST EBIT are within experimental unce
tainty of Drake’s prediction~1560:1! @51# but exclude the
earlier theoretical calculation of 4:1@12#. The differences
between EBIT results are within experimental errors. W
conclude that the differences in EBIT experimental con
tions have had a negligible effect on wavelength determi
tion. This supports the value of absolute measurements f
an EBIT source for precision QED investigations.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The use of well-determined reference wavelengths
been crucial to this research, and has led to the first abso
determination of heliumlike resonance lines in vanadium
ing an EBIT. The uncertainties of thew (1s2p 1P1→1s2)
and z (1s2s 3S1→1s2) lines are 27 and 28 ppm, respe
tively, and the measurements of all the transitions are a 5
8 % test of QED contributions. The results are in acco
with, but do not discriminate between, current theories
Drake@5# and Planteet al. @6# which differ by 0.01 eV. The
measurement of thez (1s2s 3S1→1s2) transition is sensi-
tive to the 1s2s 3S1 QED contribution at the 40% level.

The absolute calibration is achieved by using a spread
characteristic wavelengths~Ka andKb! to map out and rig-
orously determine the dispersion function of the spectro
eter. We have developed the dynamical diffraction the
necessary to evaluate systematic shifts at the precision l
required to test QED. Systematic shifts associated with
shape and location of the detector used in the Johann ge
etry have been evaluated and reduced to a level that is c
parable to the uncertainty of the reference wavelengths u
for calibration.

Our measurement of thew line in vanadium is not in
accord with previous measurements of medium-Z heliumlike
ions~Beiersdorferet al. @11#! conducted at a tokamak plasm
1-11
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and the EBIT at LLNL@13# which reported a trend of ex
perimental energies above theory. The location and width
the y23P0 blend implies a relative intensity of they com-
ponent of 94% compared to the total blend intensity. This
in accord with recent predictions based upon transition ra
but in disagreement with an earlier claim.

The unique spectroscopic advantages of the EBIT h
been crucial in the success of these QED investigations
lowing Doppler-free and low-satellite contamination spec
to be measured. The benefits of absolute calibration c
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bined with rigorous diffraction theory in precision tests
QED have been demonstrated.
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